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Nigel Pert
He wanted to be a vet and the only boat he owned he wrecked on
a lee shore, yet Nigel Pert's powerful style of marine photography

has won him many commissions. Paul Janes went to meet him
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N igel Pert never meant to become a
professional photographer; rather he
wanted to be a vet. To begin with the

photography was just a hobby, although by
the time he went up to Reading University to
study Biology it was his main extra-curricular
passion. After two years at Reading he decided
a change of course was needed and he went to
study photography full time at Nottingham.
Soon he was gaining practical professional
experience, including work as a wedding
photographer, which he tells me is "good
training for many kinds of photography".

He finally set up his own studio in 1979 in
Nottingham, taking on comrnisions as diverse as editorial work
and industrial shoots, not to mention the usual wedding pho-
tography. He never felt the need to advertise, yet he soon built
up a client base that brought in sufficient fees to pay the rent.
Much of the work was studio-based and most of the time he

worked with medium or large-format cameras, rarely 35mm.
Then, in 1983, came the first of two turning points that

were to set Nigel on the road to marine photography. His first
marriage had not long broken up, so he and a friend decided
to cross the Sahara. They got as far as the South of France
before the money ran low. While working in a restaurant, a
chance meeting led to an invitation to visit a sailing yacht in
the local port. "I'd never been on a boat and I just went to
have a look," explains Nigel. "But this boat was going to the
Caribbean, so I ended up crossing the Atlantic instead of the
Sahara." A change of boats in the Canaries enabled him to sail
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El/en heading for St Michael's Mount, Cornwall
The wide-angle lens might distort the boat's lines, but it allows the

destination to be clearly shown in the background, and tells the story
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the Caribbean for a few months before he
returned to France to find more work. "I was

absolutely skint all this time," he remembers,
"in fact, so skint I had to sell a 35mm Olym-
pus, in the Cape Verde Islands". But he kept
his medium-format Bronica, even managing
to afford to buy some film for travelling shots.

Over the next few years he did very little
photography - even the Bronica was sold in
the end. But he had some interesting jobs:
crew on a yacht, nanny (to the children of a
restaurant owner he worked for) and skipper
of a powerboat. By now he had more friends
in France than in the UK and had learnt to

speak the language. "I had three vocabularies: culinary French
from the restaurants, agricultural French from grape harvesting
work, and marine French from boating". So it was that the first
time Nigel sailed with an English-speaking crew he found him-
self unable to understand a word of their nautical terminology.

By 1986 he was living in a camper van, but many of his
friends in the Cap d'Agde area of Southern France owned
boats and Spring saw them preparing to go cruising. It seemed
an excellent way to travel, so Nigel and his partner followed
suit and bought a 20-year-old 29ft (9m) GRP sloop "We
renamed her Tournesol- meaning sunflower.Some said it was
bad luck to rename a yacht and I think they were right". They
fitted her out and set out late in the season. Just after Christ-
mas they had made it as far as Ibiza, but then a Force 10
caught them on a lee shore. "The boat broke up," says Nigel,
"and that was the end of my boat-owning days". The only
photograph he has from that time is a transparency. "We were
searching the beach after the wreck and I found it in the sand.
It's a bit scratched". It shows Tournesol goosewinged and
running downwind. Nigel had taken the shot with the
Nikonos camera he had bought to record his new life afloat.
The camera sank with the boat.

Next Nigel and his partner decided to hitch-hike from
Canada to Mexico. Nigel took a camera and many of the
photographs from this trip went to a professional travel library.
For a time he and his partner thought of making a living from
travel photography, but instead, in 1987, they settled in the
UK. During the summer Nigel took pictures for tourist boards
and in the winter he worked as, of all things, a boatbuilder.
"My dad was interested in woodwork." he explains, "so I'd
learnt a lot of the skills from him."

The second turning point came in 1992 when he went to
photograph the first Brest Festival. "I had been to Morocco to
do travel shots just before the festival, and my medium-format
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gear had been stolen." He was left with just an Olympus ISO
1000, which was one ofthe early autofocus zoom cameras. "It
was all I had to shoot the festival with, which in a way was
great as it was small and had good optics, even though the
autofocus could be slow. I got some great shots from it."
These were published by the French magazine Chasse Maree.

One picture was of La Recouvrance touching the water for the
first time. La Recouvrance, a replica French naval vessel, has
since become an on-going study, with Nigel returning many
times and capturing some obscure and memorable images.

One of the important points about Nigel's attitude towards
photography is that he regards cameras and lenses simply as
tools for the job in hand. Although he had spent years using
medium- and large-format cameras, both for his studio work
and later, when travelling, when he came to replace his stolen
medium-format cameras he bought 35mm equipment. Today
he uses fully automatic 35mm Nikons saying they're so reliable
that he rarely bothers using any setting other than 'auto'. He
also says this gives the photographer more chance to concen-
trate on the content of the image rather than the technique of
trying to shoot it. He mostly uses Fuji Sensia 100 film,
occasionally swapping to Kodak VS on dull days.

Nigel's varied background in photography also enables him
to approach yachting photography with a wider view. Many
marine photographers are immersed in their subject, but for
Nigel content always comes first. This means, for instance, that
he is quite happy to distort the lines of a boat if it enables him
to achieve an image with a strong graphic quality. One example
is the photograph of EUen cruising towards St Michael's
Mount in Cornwall. Here the boat has been shot with a wide-

angle lens to enable all the boat to be in the image as well as
the famous landmark she is making towards. However, the
wide-angle distorts her lines by lengthening the sheerline. The
shot is taken only a few metres from the end of the boom and a
standard lens, which would have limited the distortion, could
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not have captured this complete image. There are plenty of
marine photographers who argue it is unacceptable to distort a
boat's lines in this way. To Nigel the point is whether or not
the viewer finds this an interesting picture.

Nigel's picture of Thendara is another shot that many
marine photographers would dismiss on purist grounds. She is
flying all her sail for the first time in 20 years. She has just
rounded a mark, and the sails are filling. This is obviously a less
flattering moment to capture on film than the elegance of a full
windward shot. Yet this image shows a moment we don't nor-
mally get to see in yachting photographs. It is taken from a
boat underneath the bowsprit. There is a moment of expecta-
tion as we look up at this big yacht and her acres of sails; there
is unharnessed power there. This is echoed by the other boats
in the background bashing hard to windward. It is one of
Nigel's favourite images.

Perhaps Nigel has slightly less visual restraint than some, or
perhaps he just doesn't mind experimenting, but there are
images in his portfolio that clearly show an eye that is continu-
ally searching for originality. At first some shots appear visually
naive as the eye is led deliberately out of the photograph, or he
will experiment with a tripod in low-light levels - he did this
aboard Adix in the English Channel in the middle of the night.
Or he will capture a difficult image of a wave covering a crew
member on Partridge's bow.

Nigel simply explains this shot as having "the sense to
remember to push the shutter button at the right moment,"
but this is the moment when most photographers would have
ducked to protect tlleir camera. Nigel adds he does damage a
few cameras in the search for his images. But he also takes
eloquent images: Adix from the mast top with skipper Paul
Goss at the helm is just one example.

When Nigel attended that first Brest Festival in 1992 he
guessed that marine photography might be a convenient way
to tie his interests together, but everything has not necessarily
been straightforward. In the early days he had few contacts to
sell his images to, so money was hard to find, and the cost of
the incessant travelling required of modern photographers
seemed prohibitive. It is a problem Nigel solved neatly by trav-
elling to events with, and sleeping in, a camper van. Today the
sight of Nigel and one of his vans has become an accepted part
of most regattas on the European classic yachting calendar.

Nigel admits that in those early years he had, "little idea
about details, such as which were the famous boats and who

were the influential designers," but he has always worked hard
to get the perfect image. He explains what he gets out of all

. the hard work simply as: "a camera is a passport to different
places, different things and into different people's lives." In

fact, it is the perfect tool for today's itinerant worker. ~
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